


The surface finish OSIS is an innovation 
developed by llot llov in Berlin and is 100% 
handmade.

























The design studio llot llov acts on many levels.
Their projects include interior design, design 
and production of serial products, individual 
pieces and conceptual events in the realm 
of on arts and culture. The surface technique 
OSIS, developed in 2014, is another aspect of 
their work. 

The developmental process was first demon-
strated in Tokyo. BAtoMA invited Ania Bauer and 
Jacob Brinck to introduce the amazing capaci-
ties of salt on wood. In 2015 llot llov showed the 
process of OSIS to a German audience at IMM 
Cologne. That same year Gallery S. Bensimon 
and llot llov launched a table series for the 
Paris gallery. Since then it has been shown at 
Maison et Objet in Paris, Biennale Interieur in 
Belgium and won the “Materialpreis” an award 
for material innovation. In 2018 OSIS will 
be shown for the first time in the US.





We transferred the effects of osmosis caused 
by salt onto wood. The surface is glazed mo-
nochrome or multi-coloured. Salt is spread 
on the wet surface in different techniques. 
Soon the natural process starts. Salt has the 
capacity of absorbing liquids from its environ-
ment and collecting pigments of paint at the 
same time. The results are determined by 
the different kinds of salt we use, humidity and 
length of reaction time.





A series of experiments shows that big crystals 
tend to create big rims with strong contrasts, 
whereas fine crumbs of salt trigger more intricate 
patterns with softer gradients. When combined 
with birch wood, the salt draws the pigment into 
the natural flow of the grain, emphasizing the 
unique features of the original material. 







OSIS is a technique that has stems from curi-
osity and radiates the playful components of 
its manual production process. Its colour 
range and variety of pattern is as endless 
as its applicability.
You can order furniture,  parts of furniture or 
full wooden boards in a  size 2.4 meters 
length and 1.1 meter width. There is a choice 
of three main patterns and almost any colour 
you might wish.









Liquid resistant: The surface has resistance 
to water and oil. This has been made possible 
through the strength of the PU lacquer we used. 
The surface can be easily cleaned.

Fire Protection: According to the standard EN 
13501-1, the surface has a good level of resist-
ance (level B1) to fire and limited combustibility.

Hygienic: Does not release harmful substances. 
The surface is suitable for contact with food.







Every wooden birch board is a unique original 
that can be adjusted to your project and field of 
application. 
OSIS has an extraordinary appearance and at-
tracts attention. It is a perfect choice for objects 
and furniture that should stand out.









OSIS is perfect for tables, front desks, wall 
coverings or cabinets, to name only a few.
As a design studio we can assist you in real-
izing your individual piece and also offer a 
OSIS furniture collection designed by llot llov.

Order an information and sample-kit to learn 
more about the many possibilities of this mul-
tifarious material.



OSIS by llot llov

www.osis-surface.com
info@osis-surface.com
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